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Enhanced Call: A Paradigm for Applications 
With Dynamic Client-Membership and 
Client-Level Binding in ATM Networks 
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Abstract- Our thesis is that sophisticated applications in 
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks require high-level 
quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees in conjunction with ATM 
QoS guarantees. Specifically, we focus on applications that 
involve varying client-membership and client-level binding 
(i.e., dependence between current and future clients). Such 
applications include certain types of conferences, computer- 
supported cooperative work (CSCW), and client-server based 
applications. In a traditional call, these applications are set 
up with a known set of clients and newer clients are admitted 
via individual connection admission procedures. While this 
approach guarantees ATM QoS for every client admitted to the 
application, it cannot guarantee the addition of new clients to an 
existing application. Consequently, carried clients that depend 
on a new client can perceive a degraded service when the new 
client cannot add because of lack of bandwidth. We refer to this 
degradation as client-level degradation. 

To guarantee an upper bound on client-level degradation, we 
propose a paradigm called enhanced call that statistically reserves 
virtual channel links (VCL’s) for potential new client arrivals. 
The enhanced call specification encapsulates client descriptors 
and client-level QoS measures. Client descriptors capture the 
space-time dynamics of client arrivals and departures within 
the call. Client-level QoS quantifies the maximum acceptable 
client-level degradation. We propose simple, scaleable, and 
practical client descriptors in this paper. Where possible, the 
descriptors are chosen in the same spirit as ATM descriptors. 
Given these descriptors, we develop an analytical framework 
to determine whether or not to admit an enhanced call. This is 
done in three steps. First, we construct a worst-case model for 
new client arrivals. Under certain conditions, we then obtain 
the distribution for the number of VCL’s required on each 
link used by the call. Finally, an admission scheme is designed 
that uses this VCL-size distribution and ATM layer feedback; 
it guarantees that the aggregate VCL-size distribution does not 
exceed the constraints imposed by the lower layer ATM QoS 
on any link used by the call. 

Once a call is admitted, it is necessary to determine which 
new client arrivals actually conform to the client descriptors. We 
present an operational conformance definition that is enforced 
globally as well as locally. Conforming client arrivals are 
admitted without an end-to-end admission procedure. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
UTURE broadband networks will offer sophisticated ser- F vices such as client-server based applications, computer- 

supported cooperative work (CSCW) [2], and conferencing. A 
subset of these applications exhibits two key properties: 

1) dynamic client-membership, where the number of 
clients’ involved in the application varies during the 
lifetime of the application; 

2) client-level binding, that is, clients depend on each other 
at the application layer for a meaningful information 
exchange. 

Traditionally, the call model for an application has been a 
monolithic end-to-end object that involves a fixed number of 
channels or connections. This model is intrinsically incapable 
of modeling the applications mentioned above [3], [4]. Recent 
standards [5 ] ,  [6] have sought to expand the definition of 
a call to incorporate the addition of new clients (through 
individual connection admission) as well as the release of 
carried clients during the lifetime of the call. For instance, 
in the asynchronous transfer mode user network interface 
(ATM UNI) 3.0 signaling specification, a root node can add 
new clients to a connection by sending the ADD PARTY 
signaling message [5, p. 1771. Newer specifications [7], [8] 
support leaf-initiated joins, that is, clients wishing to join can 
send SETUP requests themselves. Even with these improved 
specifications, there still remain basic deficiencies with the 
way a sophisticated application is specified. The current call 
specification uses only ATM descriptors-there is no infor- 
mation regarding the dynamics of client-membership in the 
call specification. Every client addition is achieved through 
a separate end-to-end connection admission procedure. With 
this approach, the signaling and management overhead can 
be considerable, especially if many new clients add to an 
existing call. Also, the current specification lacks the ability to 
reserve capacity for future clients. Thus, there is no guarantee 
that a newer client addition request will be successful; if 
the associated connection admission procedure determines that 
sufficient ATM bandwidth is not available, the client addition 
request is denied. Blocking a new client can be detrimental 
to an application, particularly, an application where client- 

’ “Client” refers to an end-entity that requires VCL’s in the network. This 
definition encompasses the notion of “party” in human-oriented conferencing 
and also that of “client” and “server” processes requiring communication 
resources in client-server applications. 
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level binding is strong. In extreme cases, the degradation as 
perceived by the existing clients may be large enough to induce 
them to abort the application. Currently, call QoS measures 
include only the ATM QoS measures and ignore this client- 
level degradation. Clearly, the current call specification is 
deficient with respect to both descriptors and QoS measures 
required for an efficient support of sophisticated applications. 

To address this, we propose a high-level network object 
called enhanced ca11.’ Clients present at call setup time are 
called primary clients, and clients that add on to an ex- 
isting call are called secondary clients. The key idea is to 
add client descriptors and binding descriptors to the call 
specification. Client descriptors take into account the dynam- 
ics of client arrivals and departures within the application. 
Binding descriptors quantify client-level binding. In addition, 
the enhanced call specification also adds client-level QoS 
measures. Client-level QoS measures characterize the worst- 
case tolerable degradation as seen by the clients (above the 
ATM layer). Let us consider an example to understand these 
terms. 

Example: Consider a conferencing application (with strong 
client-level binding) where a set of moderators begins the 
conference. After an initial testing period, a group of clients is 
invited. A collaborative session is then completed, whereupon 
a few clients depart. Depending on the outcome of the session 
(i.e., with some probability), a fresh set of clients is invited 
to join the existing set of clients. After completing another 
collaborative session, all the clients leave and the application 
ends. For this example, client descriptors would indicate 
expected spatial and temporal statistics of the two client groups 
that arrive, and also information about visibility between 
clients, etc. The binding descriptor would signify the intensity 
of client-level binding. For instance, this could be an indirect 
descriptor that quantifies the impact of blocking the addition 
request of the second group on the quality of service of the 
carried clients from the first collaborative session. One possible 
indicator of this degradation is internal loss prob~bility.~ This 
is the probability with which a carried client is induced to abort 
because a secondary client, on which it critically depends, 
cannot be admitted. Internal loss probability is thus a candidate 
client-level QoS measure. 0 

Our objective is to design a methodology that builds on 
traditional ATM resource management procedures so as to 
guarantee client-level QoS measures. This elicits several open 
questions. 

1) What are some of the candidate client and binding 
descriptors, and client-level QoS measures? 

2) Assuming a strong client-level binding, the only way 
to guarantee client-level QoS measures is to reserve4 
VCL’s for secondary clients at call setup time. Can 
we analytically determine from the client descriptors a 

Interchangeably referred to as call hereafter. 
[15] first explored the use of internal loss probability as a high-level QoS 

measure. 

priori at setup how many VCL’s are required? Can this 
information and the feedback from the ATM layer be 
reconciled to design a practical admission procedure for 
the enhanced call? 

3) Once the enhanced call is admitted, (which means 
VCL’ s are reserved for “expected” secondary-client 
arrivals), a connection admission procedure is NOT 
required for secondary clients that “conform” to 
the client descriptors. Thus, we need an operational 
conformance definition for secondary client-arrivals. 

4) Uncertainty’ is reasonable to expect in any realistic 
application. This can cause secondary clients to be 
nonconforming with respect to the descriptors declared 
at call setup. How do we deal with nonconforming 
clients? What is the impact of uncertainty in the client 
descriptors on client-level QoS? 

In this paper, we tackle the first three questions. For lack 
of space, the fourth issue is studied separately. We begin by 
outlining the enhanced call model. A list of client descriptors is 
proposed that captures the space-time dynamics of secondary- 
client arrivals. We assume that applications being considered 
have a strong client-level binding; binding descriptors are not 
specified here. The information provided by client descriptors 
is used, during call admission, to reserve VCL’s for secondary 
clients. Since it is not clear when and where secondary clients 
might arrive, we compute the worst-case distribution of the 
number of VCL’ s required (called VCL-size distribution) by 
the call on every link it uses. The admission procedure admits 
the call if the aggregate VCL-size distribution due to all carried 
calls on these links can sustain the ATM-layer QoS of the 
carried clients. 

Once a call is admitted, we propose simple regulator algo- 
rithms to define conformance of arriving secondary clients. A 
conforming secondary client is admitted without an end-to-end 
admission procedure. 

The paper is organized as follows. We discuss of the related 
work in Section 11. The enhanced call model is discussed in 
Section 111. In Section 111-A, we outline the major assumptions 
regarding the network architecture. A list of client descriptors 
is proposed in Section 111-B. In Section IV-A, the space-time 
dynamics of secondary-client arrivals is translated to a worst- 
case arrival model on the links used by the call. Based on this 
arrival process, Section IV-B presents an analytical model to 
derive the VCL-size distribution of a call on these links. A call 
admission procedure is outlined in Section IV-C. Algorithms 
for the conformance definition of secondary-client arrivals are 
discussed in Section V. We conclude by commenting on the 
unexamined issue (fourth question listed earlier in this section). 

11. RELATED WORK 

Extensive work has been done on issues related to multicast 
routing, resource reservation, and modeling of multipoint 
applications. The central paradigm used to implement mul- 

4Reserving VCL’s for secondary clients can increase call blocking proba- 
bility. The analysis presented in Section IV-B2 can be used to mathematically 
compute the increase in call blocking probability for a particular call arrival 
process. If the end-objective is to maximize the connection throughput, this 
increase in call blocking is usually acceptable. 

Suncertainty can also cause wastage of unused reserved VCL’s. Given 
the fact that an application has reasonable confidence in its descriptors, this 
wastage should be moderate in practical cases. In any case, if an application 
has to be guaranteed a client-level QoS, we believe that uncertain descriptors 
are better than no descriptors. 
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CALL : 

D 

m DISTRIBUTED OBJECT SHARED BY CLIENTS A, B, C, and D. 

IMPLEMENTED AS MULTIPLE VIEWS. 

VIEW OF CLIENT A : 

o LOGICAL MULTICAST CONNECTION ROOTED AT CLIENT A 

SCOPE OF CLIENT A : 

0 SINK-CLIENTS OF SOURCE CLIENT A, SCOPE Of A {B,C,D) 

Fig. 1. Call, view, and scope. 

tipoint applications in IP networks is IP multicast [9]-[ 1 11. 
This paradigm provides a good fit for applications such as 
broadcasting and is attractive because of its scaling properties. 
The MBone [12] is an application of this paradigm. In its 
natural form, the MBone implements best-effort services. 
Protocols to reserve resources have been proposed recently 
[13], [14]. For instance, RSVP (Reservation Protocol) is a 
receiver-initiated resource reservation protocol for multipoint 
applications [ 141. So far, the client-level binding associated 
with these applications has been ignored during resource 
allocation; as a result, these approaches cannot offer client- 
level QoS guarantees to an ongoing application. 

We have examined the concept of client-level binding 
between existing and future clients of an application from a 
different viewpoint in [15]. In networks with limited multicast 
edge switches, we consider the link-level VCL partitioning 
problem between multipoint applications (with a time-varying 
number of participants) and point-to-point applications. The 
two types of applications have distinct QoS measures. The 
objective is to partition available VCL's between application 
requests of both types so as to satisfy their individual QoS 
measures. 

Two related studies on conference modeling are [16] and 
[17]. In [16], a static conference model is formulated and the 
bandwidth allocation problem is studied for the particular case 
of video traffic. The model is limited in that not more than one 
source can transmit at a time. The use of a conference-center to 
reduce the conference-blocking probability is explored in [ 171. 

We have studied a simplified enhanced call concept (for all- 
way conferencing applications, with all conforming secondary 
clients) [lS]. Core concepts in [IS] related to the enhanced 
call model and the network architecture are used in this work. 

111. CALL MODEL 
Fig. 1 illustrates the high-level concept of a call. Each 

call has a unique call identifier and is built through end-to- 
end logical connections (virtual channel connection (VCC) or 
virtual path connection (VPC) pipes). Clients in a call use the 
call identifier to access these connections. The view of a source 
client is the logical connectivity between the client and its 

Physical Link N1k 
1 
B 
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recipient clients to which it transmits information. Typically, 
a view is a multicast connection between the source client 
and its recipient (sink) clients. The set of sink clients in a 
source client's view is called the scope of the source client. 
A complete-scope client is one whose scope contains all other 
clients currently carried in the call. 

An arriving call is assumed to declare its descriptors and 
QoS measures to the admission manager. We group call 
descriptors into three categories (Fig. 2): 

1) Client Descriptors include those that capture the space- 
time dynamics of secondary-client arrivals. Also in- 
cluded among client descriptors, is the scope function 
that expresses the visibility between clients. We outline 
a particular list of client descriptors in Section 111-B. 

2) Bandwidth Descriptors quantify the ATM bandwidth 
required by each client in the call. We assume in 
this paper that all clients are homogeneous, i.e., each 
client requires identical bandwidth corresponding to 
one VCL on each link that its transmitted information 
traverses. We also assume that the amount of ATM 
bandwidth taken up by one VCL is implicitly known. 
It is straightforward to extend the framework outlined 
in this paper to incorporate the case of heterogeneous 
clients. 

3) Binding Descriptors quantify the binding (or depen- 
dence) between existing clients and the clients expected 
to arrive in the future. They determine how critical it is 
for the network to provide a guaranteed admission to the 
future clients in an application. While we do not propose 
specific binding descriptors in this paper, we assume 
that applications considered have a strong client-level 
binding. Candidate binding descriptors and their impact 
on the client-level QoS are dealt with separately [19]. 

It is important to distinguish between ATM QoS and client- 
level QoS. ATM QoS specifies the worst-case cell-layer per- 
formance measures for a client as long as it is carried in 
a call. Typical performance measures [20] are end-to-end 
cell loss ratio, cell transfer delay, delay jitter, burst loss, 
etc. Client-level QoS specifies the worst-case degradation 
at the client layer. Possible degradation measures could be 
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Fig. 2. Call descriptors and call QoS mcasures. 

blocking probability of secondary-client requests, internal loss 
probability of carried clients in a call, etc. Alternative client- 
level QoS measures need to be studied. The combined effect 
of client-level and ATM degradation determines the quality 
of service provided to a call. That is, call QoS is a vector 
consisting of client-level QoS and ATM QoS parameters 
(Fig. 2). 

A. Assumptions 

In this section, we outline the major assumptions made about 
the underlying network architecture. We also define constructs 
to help understand the client descriptors that are proposed 
subsequently. 

All nodes in the network are assumed to be reconfigurable6 
multicast ATM switches. Nodes are classified as access nodes 
and transit nodes. The access nodes are assumed to be VC 
switches, while the transit nodes can be either VP or VC 
switches. An arriving call request is assumed to declare an 
exhaustive7 list of the access nodes it requires during its 
lifetime. These nodes are called member access nodes. A 
single good tree (in the minimum sense) can be identified 
between the member access nodes, as indicated in Fig. 3(a). 
This is a tree of physical links and is called the call multicast 
tree. End-to-end logical connections (VCC's) can be overlaid 
on this physical multicast tree; as many logical multicast 
VCC's would be required at any time as the number of 
clients carried in the call. VPZs are statically* allocated in the 
routing tables within the nodes. VCZs are dynamically allocated 
(deallocated) at the access nodes when clients enter (leave) the 
call. For multiple clients connected to an access node in receive 

6That is, the number of cell copies made by a switch can be changed during 
the call lifetime. 

7This is not a restrictive assumption. We believe that, in most applications 
with a strong client-level binding, the locations of the clients likely to join are 
known. On the other hand, there are applications (such as broadcasting) where 
the locations are not necessarily known at setup. Such applications usually do 
not exhibit client-level binding; for instance, in broadcasting, it is immaterial 
to other receivers or to the transmitter whether a particular receiver is blocked. 
These applications can be represented by the more traditional models without 
reservation (e.g., IP multicast). 

8The enhanced call will presumably reflect the cost of signaling incurred 
in setting up this tree. Cost analysis of signaling needs to be separately 
investigated. 
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Fig. 3. Network architecture 

mode, information is multicast at the access node. Thus, when 
a client transmits cells, no link in its transmission tree need 
carry multiple copies of the cells. 

In Fig. 3(a), we assume that all the clients at an access 
node have the same scope (same VPI's). The scheme can 
be easily extended to incorporate heterogeneous scopes. For 
instance, Fig. 3(b) illustrates a scenario where access node 
i carries some clients with complete scope and others with 
limited but identically equal scope. In this case, access node 
i is decomposed into two subnodes, il and i2. A physical 
multicast tree is constructed between these subnodes and the 
other access nodes. All the concepts in this paper apply to this 
new tree just as well. 

Constructs for Client Arrivals: We digress briefly to intro- 
duce the notion of global and local secondary-client arrivals. 
Secondary clients that arrive at a particular access node i 
are referred to as locaZ arrivals at node i. The aggregated 
secondary-client arrivals to the call object are called global 
arrivals. The global arrival times are assumed to be recorded by 
a centralized admission manager. Clients arriving simultane- 
ously are clubbed into the same batch. In practice, arrivals are 
run-quantized into batches. This means that, beginning with 
the first arrival, all arrivals that follow within a small interval 
A are aggregated into the first secondary-client batch. A is 
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designed depending on the application and the network delay. 
The time origin is then shifted to the arrival time of the first 
arrival after this batch. Secondary clients that arrive within the 
next A time-units are aggregated into the second secondary- 
client batch. This process is repeated for all the arrivals into 
a call. The use of batches facilitates the modeling of a wide 
variety of applications where secondary clients join in groups 
that are distributed arbitrarily among the member access nodes. 

B. Client Descriptors 

We now propose a candidate client-descriptor list based on 
the earlier assumptions. The descriptors are chosen to be a 
small and simple set. They are organized in the same spirit 
as ATM descriptors-only maximum or minimum values are 
expected to be specified with respect to global client arrival 
rates or client batch sizes. Worst-case average values can be 
estimated from the descriptor list. After presenting the candi- 
date descriptor list, we illustrate how these descriptors can be 
used to specify the conferencing application presented earlier. 
These descriptors are by no means unique; our objective is to 
use one reasonable list and tackle the problems formulated in 
Section I. 

Set of member access nodes S. 
Identity and scope of the primary clients carried at each 
member access node. Let Vz be the number of primary 
clients carried at member access node i .  Without loss of 
generality, we assume that all clients at a member access 
node have the same scope. 
Mean client holding time, 1/p. 
Maximum number of clients simultaneously carried in 
the call, K,,,. 
Minimum lock-out time, Tlo, the initial time interval 
when no secondary clients are expected to arrive into 
the call. 
Space-time dynamics of secondary-client arrivals: 
a) Maximum batch size of global arrivals, BA,,,. That 

is, no more than BA,,, clients are expected to arrive 
into the call simultaneously. 

b) Peak rate of global batch arrivals, A,, where we 
define Tp = l / A p .  

c) Minimum time interval between global bursts of 
batches, TI.  In general, secondary-client batches 
arrive in a bursty fashion. A burst is a succession of 
global batches, where consecutive batches arrive Tp 
time-units apart. TI is the minimum time separation 
between consecutive bursts. 

d) Spatial parameter, p z  (0 5 p z  5 l), is the fraction of 
global secondary clients that arrives at access node i .  

Scope function G"J between clients at access nodes i 
and j ,  i , j  E S ,  i # j .9 Here, G'j = 1, if clients at 
access node j are in the scope set of clients at access 
node i ,  G'J = 0 otherwise. Also, if G'J = 1, node j is 
said to be visible to node i .  

'The case i = j concems clients connected to the same access node. We 
preclude this case from our study since it does not involve the allocation of 
VCL's on any link in the call multicast tree. 

We assume a distributed call-ownership model, i.e., the call 
terminates only when all its clients leave. 

Example Revisited: Consider again the conferencing appli- 
cation mentioned in Section I. In our model, the application 
would declare a superset of the required access nodes as 
member access nodes. A single call multicast tree is identified 
between these nodes. Multiple logical multicast VCC's can be 
overlaid on this tree. The clients constituting the moderator 
set are called primary clients. Clients that add on later (in two 
groups) are secondary clients. The scope function identifies 
the visibility between clients. The minimum duration specified 
for the initial testing period is the lock out time Tlo. The 
maximum client-size of the groups joining is BA,,,. The 
minimum duration between the arrival times of the groups 
is TI (this is the minimum duration expected for the first 
collaborative session). The mean holding time is l /p .  The 
spatial parameter pz  is estimated simply as the ratio of the 
mean number of secondary clients expected at access node 
i to the total number of secondary clients expected. This 
parameter does not capture the temporal correlation between 
the collaborative sessions but is purposely kept simple enough. 
More accurate parameters may be added to improve the 
characterization. The advantage of our simple model is that 
it supports scaleability. If more groups were to arrive at 
unexpected locations, this would manifest as a distorted spatial 
parameter (as long as the locations lie in the member access 
node set). As mentioned earlier, it is reasonable to assume 
that almost all likely locations are known in applications that 
exhibit strong client-level binding. 

IV. ADMISSION PROBLEM 

Our next step is to relate the space-time dynamics of clients 
to the time variability of VCL's required. In Section IV-A, we 
construct the worst-case secondary-client arrival model based 
on the client descriptors proposed in the previous section. In 
Section IV-B, we analytically derive the VCL-size distribution 
on all the links in the call multicast tree. The call is admitted 
(and consequently, VCL's are reserved for secondary clients) 
if the feedback from the ATM layer indicates that there are 
sufficient number of available VCL's. Note that the particular 
analytical approach used in this section is specifically tied to 
the client-descriptor list proposed in Section 111-B. A different 
approach may be required for a different client-descriptor list. 

A. Secondary-Client Arrival Model 

In order to build a worst-case model for secondary-client 
arrivals on the links in the call multicast tree, we first construct 
a worst-case model for global secondary-client arrivals. We 
define and compute the worst-case sustained secondary-client 
arrival rate (CA,) into the global call object. The sustained 
secondary-client arrival rate into each access node is derived 
by probabilistically decomposing the global secondary-client 
arrivals using the spatial parameter. The sustained secondary- 
client arrival rate CAiJ on any link I J  of the call multicast 
tree is then computed as a function of the sustained secondary- 
client arrival rates into the access nodes. We use the rate CAiJ 
to build a worst-case arrival model for secondary clients on 
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BU max batches in burst 
< z- 

Batch size 

Fig. 4. Worst-case global arrival process 

link I J .  In particular, the worst-case arrival model is a periodic 
deterministic on-off process, whose burst duration is designed 
in accordance with CAiJ.  We elaborate on this next. 

worst-case global secondary-client arrival model is shown 
in Fig. 4. According to this model, secondary clients arrive 
globally as batches of BA,, clients each. Batches arriving at 
peak rate 1/T' constitute a burst. The maximum number of 
consecutive batches arriving at peak rate is the burst length 
BU,,,. Between consecutive bursts is a spacing interval of 
TI time units. Note that the parameter BU,,, is not a part 
of the client-descriptor list in Section 111-B. It can be derived 
indirectly (Appendix A) from the client descriptors or can 
be specified directly. 

From the model in Fig. 4, we can compute the following 
parameters for global secondary-client arrivals in the worst- 
case 

1) Global Secondary-Client Arrival Parameters: The 

BU. max Sustained global batch rate A, = 
T p  (Bumax - 1) + TI ' 

(Ts b V A S )  
Sustained global batch size BA, = BA,,, 
Sustained global client rate CA, = BA,,, . A, 

2) Local and Link-Level Secondary-Client Arrival Param- 
eters: To characterize secondary-client arrivals at member 
access node i ,  we define the following local parameters. 
ga 5 P{batch arrives at node i lbatch arrives globally}. 
A i  Sustained batch rate at node i. 
BA: = Sustained batch size at node i (w.r.t. global ar- 

rivals). 
A Sustained batch size at node i (w.r.t. batches that 

arrive at node i). 
CA: = Sustained client rate at node i. 

Assuming each secondary client within a batch indepen- 
dently arrives at access node i ,  the local parameters can be 
readily computed: 

' A  

A 

Call Cbnds 

Note that c t E S C A :  = CA,, but ~ 2 E s A ~  2 A,. That 
is, sustained secondary-client rates are conserved, but the 
batch rates are not necessarily so (due to the global batches 
being thnned across access nodes). For this reason, we select 
sustained client rate as the parameter to relate the worst-case 
global arrival model to the worst-case link-level m v a l  model. 

Our immediate objective is to obtain the sustained link- 
level secondary-client arrival rate, CA:J, on any directed link 
I J  of the call multicast tree. This rate is simply the sum, 
over all member access nodes, of the sustained arrival rates 
of secondary clients in the call that transmit information over 
link I J .  Appendix B presents a constructive procedure that 
computes this rate. Having computed CA:J, we are now ready 
to characterize the worst-case secondary-client arrival model 
on link I J .  

3 )  Worst-case Secondary-Client Arrival Model for a Link 
I J :  Doshi [21] proves that, with cell-loss ratio as the perfor- 
mance measure, a full rate periodic on-off source represents 
the worst-case" behavior in an unbuffered multiplexer. This 
result can be extended to our case-we do not prove it, but 
intuitively expect it to hold. That is, secondary clients that 
arrive at link I J  in accordance with a periodic deterministic 
on-off process constitute the worst-case arrival model. During 
the on period, secondary clients arrive as batches, with BA,,, 
clients in each batch. The burst length (i.e., the number 
of consecutive full batches arriving at peak rate), S U I J ,  is 
a parameter selected so that the sustained secondary-client 
arrival rate matches the computed value of CAfJ .  That is, 
SUIJ has to satisfy the equation Tp~~;;;xB~~~TI = CAiJ.  

1. Thus, B ~ I J  - - [carJ {Tp(BUmax-l)+Tr) 
BAmax 

B. VCL-Size Distribution of a Call 
Thus far, we have modeled the worst-case secondary-client 

arrivals on link I J  as a periodic deterministic on-off arrival 
process. In this section, we present a generic link-level ana- 
lytical model that is used to derive the worst-case VCL-size 
distribution of a call on any link I J  of its multicast tree. 

To determine the VCL-size distribution, we employ a 
queueing-theoretic approach. In particular, we identify a 
joint Markov renewal stochastic process embedded within 

lo Worst-case among all compliant sources if the sources are homogeneous, 
and among all compliant full rate sources if the sources are heterogeneous. 
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the modeled VCL-size process. 

the VCL-size process. The VCL-size process is shown to be 
semi-regenerative with respect to this embedded process and 
its steady-steady distribution is derived. This distribution is 
used in the call admission procedure presented in Section 
IV-c. 

Although the problem of determining the VCL-size distri- 
bution appears to be similar to the problem of determining 
the queue-size distribution in ATM cell multiplexers, there are 
significant differences between the two problems. Studies that 
model ATM cell multiplexers as single-server queues assume 
deterministic periodic arrivals and deterministic service times. 
The queue-size stochastic process in such models is periodic 
and can be solved using a variety of recursive techniques 
[22]-[24]. Our model differs from this class of queueing 
models in that we analyze connection-level processes as op- 
posed to cell-level processes. While these studies assume a 
deterministic service time (cell transmission time), we assume 
a random exponentially distributed service time (VCL holding 
time). Also, we assume a multiserver blocking model. As 
mentioned above, our analytical methodology is also different. 

1 )  Link-Level Analytical Model: We model a tagged link 
(in the call multicast tree) as a blocking system with a 
maximum of Mmax VCL's. The number Mma is assumed to 
be large enough so that the blocking probability is negligibly" 
small. Each admitted client corresponds to a single VCL. 
A call begins" with V VCL's as indicated in Fig. 5. After 
an initial lock-out period of duration Tlo, secondary clients 
arrive as batches, with BA clients in each batch. The batch 
arrival times are govemed by a periodic deterministic model. 
In particular, a burst consists of BU batch arrivals, where 
consecutive batches arrive Tp time-units apart. Each burst 
is followed by a spacing period of duration Toff, where no 
arrivals occur. The burst then repeats. Each carried VCL is 

"The number of carried VCL's is thus assumed to be constrained entirely 

'*V is the number of primary clients using link I J  Appendix B presents 
by the lower-layer ATM QoS. 

a procedure to compute V on any link I J  of the call multicast tree 

assumed to hold for an exponentially distributed time with a 
mean duration l/p. This is a reasonable assumption at the 
client layer. 

The period between time-instants to  (when the call begins) 
to tl (when all its VCL's depart on the tagged link for the 
first time) is called the first VCL busy period on the tagged 
link. During the call lifetime, many VCL busy periods may 
evolve on the tagged link. Our approach to deriving the VCL- 
size distribution will be to generate the first VCL busy period 
repeatedly, and to ignore the remaining busy periods. The 
exact approach requires consideration of all the VCL busy 
periods during the call lifetime, but this involves the joint 
knowledge of number of clients in the call along with the VCL- 
size process on the link, and the formulation becomes complex. 
Our approach is appro~imate'~ but much easier. Under certain 
conditions (negligible Tlo), the VCL-size distribution obtained 
by our method provides a VCL overflow probability very close 
to that obtained by the exact approach. 

2)  Analysis: Consider a particular call (say call C). 
Define the continuous-time VCL-size process X = { X t ,  

t 2 0) over the discrete state space SX = (0, 1, . . . , Mmax}, 
where X t  represents the number of VCL's of call C that are 
carried on the tagged link at time t. 

Define the batch arrival sequence A = {A,, n = 0, 1, . . .}, 
where A, represents the arrival time of the nth batch through- 
out the tagged link. Ao & 0. To model the initial load of V 
clients, we introduce artificial batches, of size V clients, that 
arrive at the beginning of each busy period. The batch size for 
all other batches in a busy period is equal to BA clients. 

Let the state sequence Y = {Y,, n = 0,  1, . . .}, where 
Y, = X A ,  E SX represents the VCL-size just prior to nth 
batch arrival. Note that Y is not a discrete-time Markov chain, 
because of the dependence of its future evolution on the past 
arrival indices, given the present state. To track the memory 
in the amval process, we define a discrete-time sequence 

13As a side note, the exact approach has been used to compute the VCL-size 
distribution in [lS] for a simplified secondary-client amval model 
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M = {M,, n = 0,1,  . . .  }, such that Also 

Mn =BU, if Y, = 0, 
= 0) 
= (M,-1 + 1) mod BU, 

if Y, > 0, Y,-l = 0 ,  n > 0, 
if Y, > O,Y,-1 > 0,n > 0. 

This sequence uniquely identifies the position (labels 0 to 
BU - 1) of an arriving batch within a burst. An arriving batch 
that begins a busy period is distinguished by label BU. Let S 
be the state space for the joint sequence (Yn, M,). 

Theorem: The process ((I: M ) )  A) is an irreducible 
aperiodic time-homogeneous Markov renewal process with 
state space S ,  and X is semi-regenerative with respect to 

Outline of Proo? Let 2, 4 (Y,) Ad,) denote the current 
state. Note that the (future) batch interarrival time A,+1 - 
A, depends entirely on 2,. Since the holding times are 
exponentially distributed (memoryless), future departures are 
dependent only on Z, and AnS1 - A,. Hence, Y,+1 depends 
only on 2,. Also, by definition M,+1 is completely deter- 
mined by 2, and Y,+I. That is, ( A,+1) is independent 
of ( Z k ,  A k ) ,  k < n, given 2,. This proves that (2, A) is a 
Markov renewal process over S [25]. 

It is easy to see that A, is a stopping time for X and 
that 2, is determined by { X u ,  U 5 A,}. Also, at every 
state (Z,A), the future evolution of X is independent of the 
past and depends only on the current state Z. Thus, X is 
semi-regenerative with respect to (2, A) [251. 0 

Our objective in this section is to compute the steady-state 
VCL-size distribution Pc of call C on the tagged link. Here, 
P C ( ~ )  e lim+,,Pzk(t) = limt,,P{Xt = k I X O  = 
i } ,  Vk = 0, 1, . . . , Admax. We derive Pc(k )  in a sequence 
of steps. 

a)  Probability transition function of Z: Consider the 
underlying state sequence Z = (Y, M ) .  Z is a discrete-time 
Markov chain over S with transition probability function 
R:; 4 P{Z,+i = ( k , l )  I zn = ( i , j ) } ,  (i,j),(k)O E S .  
To completely specify the matrix R, let us define NA(T,+~) 
and ND(T,+~) to be the number of admitted and departing 
clients respectively, during the batch interarrival time T,+1. 

Let I (exp)  denote the indicator function, i.e., I ( e x p )  = 1 if 
expression exp is true, 0 otherwise. 

cy, M I ,  4. 

Then 

T,+l = TIo . I ( j  = BU) 
+ Toff . I ( j  = BU - 1) + Tp . I ( j  < BU - 1) 

Since T,+l is a function of state j alone, let us equivalently 
denote it by the variable T,(j). 

Define the binomial operator B o ,  where B(p, n, k )  A 
(E)pk(l  - p)"-'". Substituting the variables ~ ( i )  and T,(j) 
in the first term of (l), we have 

P{Y,+l = k 12, = ( i > j ) }  
= P{ND(T,(j))  = i + .(i) - k }  
= P{k  out of i + a( i )  clients still carried at time T,(j)} 
= B(e  p T a ( j ) ,  i + a(i),  IC). 

For k = 0 

MlllU 
= 1 - P{Y,+1 = k I 2, = ( i , j ) } .  

k=l  

The second term in (1) is obvious from the definition of M 

P{jKL+l = 1 I y,+1 = k , Z n =  ( i , j ) }  
= 1, 
= I ,  i fZ=O, k > O ,  i = O ,  

=1, i f l = ( j + l ) m o d B U ,  k > O ,  i > O ,  
= 0, else. 

if 1 = BU, k = 0, 

Combining the terms in (l), the transition probability of 2 
becomes 

B(e-fi*Q(J), i + a( i ) ,  k ) { ~ ( l  = 0,i = 0) 
+ 1(1 = ( j  + 1) mod BU, i > 0))) 

x I ( !  = BU), 

if k > 0, 

if k = 0. 
(2) 

(1 - C Z ~  B(e-pT.( j) , i  + a(i),  IC)) 

b) Intensity of visits q: Since Z is an irreducible 
Markov chain with finite state space S ,  it follows that 
it is positive recurrent [26]. Hence, it has a unique sta- 

Rz"j" 1 P{Z,+1 = ( k , l )  1 2, 1 ( i , j ) }  tionary distribution U, that satisfies the linear equations: 

Let the sojourn time of 2 in state ( i , j )  be Tij ,  ( z , j )  E S. 
= P{Y,+1 = k,M,+I = 1 I 2, = ( i , j ) }  C(i,j)ES ~ i j R f i  = ~ k l ,  " ( k ,  1 )  E S ,  and C ( k , l ) g ~  u k l  = 1. 

Clearly, the mean sojourn time in state ( i , j )  is = P{Y,+1 = IC 1 2, = ( i , j ) }  

x P{Mn+l = 1 I Y,+l = k ,  2, = ( i , j ) } .  (1) 
~ 

To derive the first term in (l), we use the fact that 
%+I = Y, + NA(T,+I) - ND(T,+I),  where NA(T,+~) = 
min(Mmax - U,, V .I(Y, = 0) + BA .I(Y, > 0)). That is, 

~ 

Tij =%,, i f j  = BU, 
=Toff, i f j = B U - 1 ,  
= Tp, else V ( i , j )  E S.  

for k > 0, the first term is Let qt3 be the intensity (rate) of visits of 2 to state ( i ,  j )  E 
S. Then, vZ j  = 

c) Steady-state VCL-size distribution of call C: Let 
mfi(t) be the Markov renewal function of (2 ,A) .  That is, 

U23 - 
P{Yn+1 = k 12, = ( i , j ) }  C(k,l)es u k z  T k L  . 

= P{ND(T,+~) = i - k 
+ min(Mmax - i ,  V . I( i  = 0) + BA .I(i > 0))) .  

\ / " m,"l(t) = mean number of visits of the Markov renewal 
44 prdcess to state ( k ,  1) in time t, given initial state ( i ) j ) .  Since 
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X is semi-regenerative with respect to (2, A), it follows that 

lim P;,(t) 
t-m 

= lim P;(Xt = a)  
t+oo 

n t  

x dm;'(u). 

It can be shown that the first term in the integrand above 
is directly Riemann integrable. Under this condition and since 
(SI < 00, we apply the key renewal theorem [25, p. 2951 to get 

Y 

I1 

Term (I) is conditioned on no new batch arrivals and is 
given by 

Term (11) above can be computed in terms of the arrival 
process parameters and state (IC,l) 

P{Tkl > S} = I ( s  < Tlo,l = BU) + I ( s  < To~,l = BU-  1) 
+ I ( s  < Tp,l < BU-  1). 

Putting it all together, the steady-state probability of carry- 
ing a VCL's of call C on the tagged link is 

n M  

x { I ( s  < Tlo,l = BU) 
+ I ( s  < Toff, I 7 BU - 1) 
+ I ( s  < Tp, 1 < BU - 1)) ds. ( 3 )  

set S, and a selected multicast tree MCT between the access 
nodes. Let ARC be the directed link set of MCT. Assume each 
VCL corresponds to identical bandwidth at the ATM layer. 
In order to satisfy the ATM QoS, we assume that the VCL 
layer is constrained through parameters ( M a t m r  (atm). Here, 
Matm represents the aggregate VCL threshold, and Satm rep- 
resents the tolerable overflow probability. The call admission 
procedure must ensure that the probability of aggregate carried 
VCL's exceeding threshold Matm is less than Satm on all the 
links in ARC. Parameters Mat, and Catm can be determined 
from the ATM layer [281, [291. 

CallAdmissionProcedure { 
1) Select a directed link I J  E ARC. Derive parameters 

V I J  and CAiJ.  (Section IV-A and Appendix B) 
2) Compute pg(k) ,  the VCL-size distribution of call C 

on link I J ,  b'k = 0 ,1 , .  . . ,Adatm. (Computed in Sec- 
tion IV-B2. Substitute the following parameters: V = 
V I J ,  BA = BA,nax, BU = SUIJ .  Toff = (Bumax - 
S U I J )  . Tp + TI.) 

3 )  Let PIJ be the VCL-size distribution due to all currently 
carried calls on link I J .  
Assuming C is admitted, update PIJ through a single- 
step convolution: P,,, = P 

4) Compare the overflow probability to Catm: 
If ck>Ma,, Pne,(k) 2 Satm, REJECT call C,  break; 

5 )  ARC t ARC\IJ, If (ARC1 > 0, return to Step 1 and 
repeat. 

6) Check if the number of simultaneously carried clients 
in call C exceeds Kmax: 

-TOT -23 
Compute P ,  = CON~. ' , ,Q~~EARC(P,:) ,  
where CONVm=1,2,3, ( X " )  = X1 * X 2  * X 3  * .  . . 
Given a tolerance parameter v > 0, if 

C,>K,,, P ,  ( j )  > v, renegotiate call descriptors, 
go to Step 1 and repeat. 

7) ADMIT C, restore ARC and V I J  E ARC, update 
allocated resources: PIJ := P,,,. 
} End-Call-Admission-Procedure 

an update procedure when a call departs. 

-IJ -IJ -IJ * P ,  

-IJ 

-TOT 

-IJ 

Naturally, the above procedure has to be supplemented with 

CallDeparture-UpdateProcedure for C { 
1) Identify MCT and ARC 
2) Select I J  E ARC 
3 )  Reverse convolve PIJ with F g  
4) ARC +- ARC\IJ 

If (ARC( > 0, return to Step 2 and repeat. 
} End-Call-Departure-Update-Procedure 

This integral can be exactly computed through recursion 
[27, p. 2381. The steady-state probability of carrying a VCL's, 
assuming that the call C is carried, is defined to be Fc(a)  = 

V. SECONDARY-CLIENT REGULATION 
Let us assume that an enhanced call has been specified and 

admitted in accordance with the methodology presented so far. 
We now wish to determine whether the secondary clients that 
actually arrive into such a call are conforming. A regulation 
algorithm defines the compliance (or conformance) of an 
arriving secondary client to the declared client descriptors 
and to the secondary-client arrival model assumed for call 

Pc(.)l(1 - PC(0)). 

C. Call Admission Procedure 

Assume a call C request arrives with client descriptors in 
accordance with Section 111-B. Let call C have an access node 
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admission. Conforming secondary clients are admitted to the 
call without checking for end-to-end resource availability. 

In this section, we present an operational conformance 
definition of secondary-client arrivals based on global and 
local batch-rate and batch-size regulators. The regulators are 
derived from the GCRA algorithm [5, pp. 77-79] used for 
ATM UN1 access control. In Section V-A, we describe the 
secondary-client batch-rate algorithm (SCBRA) that defines 
the conformance of an arriving secondary-client batch to the 
subscribed batch arrival rate. We also present the secondary- 
client batch-size algorithm (SCBSA) that defines the confor- 
mance of an arriving secondary-client batch to its subscribed 
batch size. The overall procedure used to regulate secondary- 
client arrivals is presented in Section V-B. The parameters 
used to design these regulators are derived from the client 
descriptors. 

A. SCBRA and SCBSA Algorithms 

The SCBRA (T,  7 )  is a virtual scheduling or continuous- 
state leaky bucket algorithm that operates with an interval 
parameter T and a limit parameter T .  Parameter T is the nom- 
inal interarrival time and T indirectly governs the acceptable 
deviation of the interarrival time below the nominal time T .  
The flow-chart in Fig. 6 illustrates the use of this algorithm 
to define the conformance of the ith arriving secondary-client 
batch depending on the time ta ( i )  it arrives. For instance, if 
the arrival time ta( i )  is “too” early, the ith batch is declared 
nonconforming (with respect to rate). 

The SCBSA ( B , D )  also works with two parameters, an 
increment parameter B and a deviation parameter D.  B rep- 
resents the nominal batch size while D governs the acceptable 
deviation of the batch size above the nominal size B. The 
algorithm detects if the ith arriving secondary-client batch- 
size, NBA(Z), is conforming with respect to these parameters. 
Thus, if the arrival batch-size N B A ( ~ )  is “too” large, the ith 
batch is declared nonconforming (with respect to size). 

B. Regulation Procedure 
Figure 7 indicates the procedure used to regulate secondary 

clients that arrive into an existing call. In Fig. 7, an arriving 
global secondary-client batch is first tested to see if admitting 
it violates the descriptor parameter K,, (maximum number 
of simultaneously carried clients). The global batch is then 
checked for conformance with respect to the global batch- 
rate and batch-size regulators that are based on SCBRA 
and SCBSA algorithms. If ~onforming,’~ its component local 
batches are checked for conformance with respect to their 
respective local batch-rate and batch-size regulators. 

We now design the specific parameters of the global and 
local regulators in terms of the client descriptors. 

I )  Global Conformance Dejinition: The global batch-rate 
regulator in Fig, 7 is made up of two SCBRA algorithms that 
define the conformance of global secondary-client batches to 
the declared peak and sustained batch rates. The declared peak 
batch rate ( l / T p )  and sustained batch rate ( l / T s )  are known 

14Note that a secondary-chent arrival at an access node that 1s not a member 
access node is considered to be nonconforming 

Too Earlv 

Arrival of ith 
Secondary-client 

iNO (TATO-) 

(a) 

I 

TCN : Nominal size of ith batch, i>=l 

(b) 

Fig. 6. SCBRA (T, T) and SCBSA ( B ,  D )  algorithms. 

from the client descriptor list. Then, SCBRA 

J 

(T,, 0) defines 
the conformance to peak rate (with zero deviation). SCBRA 
(Ts, 7,) defines the conformance to the sustained rate of l /Ts ,  
assuming the limit parameter is T ~ .  As mentioned earlier, the 
limit parameter T~ governs the deviation of rate above the 
sustained rate. For an on-off arrival model, this limit parameter 
can be related to the maximum burst length of batches that can 
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Global Batch-Rate 
Regulator 

Global Batch-Size 
Regulator 

Local Batch-Rate 
Regulator 

Local Batch-Size 
Regulator 

Batches arrive simultaneously to 

NC => Nonconforming 

L a set 8 of access nodes 

No 

All Local Batches NC Yes 

\ 

No 

where "+ =TI - Ts 

Yes 
Global Batch Rate NC 
All Local Batches NC 

Yes Global Batch Size NC 
All Local Batches NC 

Local Batch Rate Conforms ? To No 

Yes 

each access node k in 6, 
No 

Local Batch Size Conforms ? To I 

Fig. 7. Procedure to regulate secondary clients. 

be conforming for the given set of client descriptors. For our 
set of client descriptors, the maximum burst length expected 
is BU,,,. Appendix C shows that r, = TI - T, guarantees 
that the maximum conforming burst length is equal to BU,,, 
batches. To summarize then, the global batch-rate regulator 
comprises SCBRA (T,, 0) and SCBRA (Ts, rs). 

The global batch-size regulator is made up of a single 
SCBSA algorithm since only the peak global batch-size 
BA,,, is specified in the client descriptors. Therefore, 
SCBSA (BA,,, 0) defines the conformance of the global 
secondary-client batch size to a maximum value of BA,,,. 

2) Local Conformance Dejinition: Similar to the global 
batch-rate regulator, the local batch-rate regulator at each 
member access node is made up of two SCBRA algorithms. 
These algorithms define the conformance of local secondary- 
client batches to the declared local peak and sustained batch 
rates. Let us consider member access node i ,  i E 9. The 
local peak batch rate is 1/Tp" = A, and the local sustained 
batch rate 1/T," is known from Section IV-A. Obviously, one 
SCBRA (T,",O) algorithm defines conformance of the local 
batch to the local peak rate 1/T,? (with no deviation). The 
second SCBRA (Ti, r;) algorithm defines conformance of 
local batch with respect to the declared local sustained batch 
rate l/T,". To determine the limit parameter rl, it is necessary 
to characterize the maximum burst-length of conforming local 

batches. Let this burst-length be denoted by Bumax. Note that 
BV,,, cannot be designed by assuming all the batches in a 
burst to have BA,, clients and by matching the sustained 
client rate to CA:. This is because the actual burst-length 
can exceed this designed value of Bum,, and still conform 
to CA:, in particular, if fewer than BA,,, clients arrive in 
every batch. Appendix D discusses an altemative method to 
estimate Bum=. To relate the burst-length Bumax to limit 
parameter T: we use a result from [5 ] ,  so that r: is set equal 
to (BV,,, - l)(T," - Tp"). In summary, SCBRA (T,", 0) and 
SCBRA (T,", ri) together define the batch-rate conformance 
of a secondary-client batch that arrives at member access 
node i .  

Next, consider the conformance definition of batch sizes at 
node 2. The maximum conforming local batch size, BAL,, can 
be determined by truncating the batch-size probability distri- 
bution following an approach similar to that in Appendix D. 
A single SCBSA (BAL,, 0) defines the conformance of local 
batch-size to the peak batch size BA:,,. The sustained batch- 
size BA: is known from Section IV-A. Since the sustained 
batch-size can be exceeded, we need to compute the associated 
parameter Di that governs the extent of deviation. D; can be 
determined by first computing the largest possible conforming 
burst length B V .  The latter is estimated by determining the 
probability of BV" consecutive batches, each of size BA",,. 
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In the on-off arrival model, we assume that such a burst is 
followed by a long absence of local arrivals. Under such a 
scenario, Appendix E relates the deviation parameter D; to 
Bv". In particular, Di = BU" . (BA",,, - BA",). Putting it 
together, SCBSA ( B A ~ , D ~ ) ' 5  defines the conformance of a 
secondary-client batch arrival at member access node z to 
sustained batch-size BA:, for a given deviation parameter D;. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In future, networks will be required to offer sophisticated 
services such as conferencing, client-server based applica- 
tions, and computer-supported cooperative work. Many of 
these applications are characterized by dynamic client-size 
and client-level binding. The traditional call concept assumes 
applications with a fixed number of clients or channels, and 
as such is inefficient when used to model applications with 
dynamic client-membership. Recent signaling specifications 
have expanded the notion of a call to incorporate changes in 
client membership. However, these approaches ignore client- 
level binding inherent to many such applications. 

We have proposed a paradigm, caIled enhanced call, to 
represent an application that exhibits both dynamic client- 
membership and client-level binding. Clients carried in such 
an application typically depend on clients that add to the 
application in future. It then becomes necessary to reserve 
bandwidth for future clients. The enhanced call specification 
declares client descriptors in addition to conventional ATM de- 
scriptors. Client descriptors quantify the space-time dynamics 
of future client additions. At call setup, the admission manager 
uses the client descriptors to reserve VCL's for future clients. 
The enhanced call specification also declares client-level QoS 
measures which capture the degradation as seen by clients 
over and above the ATM layer. 

In this paper, we present an analytical methodology that uses 
a particular client-descriptor list and feedback from the ATM 
layer to decide whether or not to admit an enhanced call. A call 
is admitted only if its VCL requirements can sustain the ATM 
QoS of all the carried clients. We also present an operational 
definition to test whether the newer clients arriving into an 
admitted call are confonning to the declared client descriptors. 
Conforming clients are setup without an end-to-end admission 
procedure. 

We have yet to answer the important question: what to do 
with nonconforming secondary clients? This issue is studied 
in detail separately [19]. We distil some of the conclusions 
now for completeness. The answer to the question posed 
here is closely related to the extent of uncertainty in the 
client descriptors. Two simple strategies can be envisioned 
for nonconforming client arrivals: 

1) hard-decisioning, where all nonconforming secondary 
clients are simply blocked, or, 

2) spawned call scheme, where each nonconforming sec- 
ondary client spawns a new call. Assuming the spawned 
call can be characterized just like the enhanced call, it 

I5Requires that SCBSA (BA:, D i )  be executed with batch-size NBA(Z) = 
0, when a hatch that arrives globally does not arrive locally at node z. 

is admitted using admission procedures similar to those 
presented in this paper. 

In general, hard-decisioning is found to be sensitive to un- 
certainty and to the design of secondary-client regulator pa- 
rameters. The spawned call scheme is much less sensitive to 
uncertainty. The two schemes can be compared by using them 
to guarantee a worst-case client-level QoS for an application. 
In our study, uncertainty in the application's client descriptors 
is modeled by deviating the spatial parameter of the application 
by a random variable of known density function. With hard- 
decisioning, the spatial parameter has to be overallocated to 
guarantee client-level QoS. This can be wasteful in terms 
of bandwidth. On the other hand, the spawned call scheme 
is intensive on signaling. The tradeoff can be resolved by 
formulating an overall cost measure that weights bandwidth 
and signaling VCL costs. A possible objective is to design a 
minimum cost scheme with a flavor of both hard-decisioning 
and spawned call schemes. 

In closing, we note that the work presented here is only the 
first step-more practical engineering experience is needed to 
fully develop a set of solutions to the problem formulated in 
this paper. 

APPENDIX 

A. BU,,, from Client Descriptors 
Determine analytically the maximum burst length, BU, of 

the global secondary-client batch arrivals that satisfies the 
relation: P(c1ients in the call > K,,,,} < (, where < is an 
arbitrarily small tolerance parameter. Set BU,,, = BU. 

B. Synthesis of Link-Level Parameters V I J  and CA:" 
We have associated the following three parameters with 

each member access node i in a call: (1) v": number of 
primary clients carried at node i ,  (2) CA:: sustained secondary- 
client arrival rate into node i ,  and (3) G": scope function 
vector representing visibility between node i and other member 
access nodes of the call. Our objective is to compute the link- 
level parameters, VIJ  and CAfJ. Here, V I J  is the number 
of primary clients in the call carried on the directed link I J ,  
and CAfJ is the sustained secondary-client arrival rate into the 
call on the directed link I J .  These link-level parameters can be 
determined from the known member access node parameters 
(V', CA", G') . For instance, the parameter CAtJ is obtained 
by summing CA: into all member access nodes i that lie 
closer to node I than to J on the call multicast tree (so that 
transmissions traverse directed link I J ,  not J I )  and have at 
least one visible member access node on the other side of 
node J .  A procedure that synthesizes CAfJ  and V:" with 
this formulation is presented next. Assume that each access 
node in the multicast tree is marked with a TAG. For node 
i ,  i E 9, TAG' = (V', CA:, G"). 

Construction{ 
1) With each access node i ,  i E 3, associate a field 

Ft 2 (TAG', 0 ) .  The general syntax of = (TAG, H ) ,  
where the first entry is the tag, and H represents the 
traversed hop length, H = 0,1 ,  . . . . 
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a) With node w as the root node of the MCT, flood MCT 
with a cell that has field F” as its payload. 

b) For every node j that the cell encounters in MCT, 
update the wth entry of FTAB(j) as: TAGW(j) = 
TAG”, H”(j)  = Hop-Count(w,j). Denote the en- 
tries of TAGW(j) as (V”(j) ,  C A y ( j ) ,  G”(j)) .  

5 )  For a directed link I J  E MCT, define the sets S*( I ,  J )  

[I]  

[21 

131 c) 3 t S\{w}, If (SI > 0, go to step 4. 

and S o ( I ,  J ) ,  such that 
r4] 

S * ( I , J )  = { k  1 k E S, s.t. H’(1) < H k ( J ) } ,  and 
SO(1 ,J )  = {n  In E 3, s.t. H”(I)  > H”(J ) } .  
Then, V I J  = CkEs*(I,J) V’(I) . max,,so(l,J)(Gk”(l)), 

151 

@I 

and CAdJ = C&S*(I,J) C A m  ’ max,,s.(l,J,(G”“o). [71 
} end procedure. 

C. Global Burst Limit Parameter r, 

It can be shown [5] that the maximum conforming burs1 
length, BU,,,, as determined by regulators SCBRA (Tp, 0) 
and SCBRA (T,,r,) is BU,,, = 1 + Lmin(T‘-Ts’rs) T a  - T p  1. From 
the definition of the parameter T,, we know that BU,,, 
satisfies the first term of the operator. Hence choosing r, 2 
TI - T, guarantees that BU,,, is conforming. We selecl 
r, = TI - T, without loss of generality. 

D. Maximum Local Burst-Length BU,,, 
Assuming that batches arrive independently at the local 

node i, Pr{k batches among the global burst of BU,,, 
batches arrive at node i }  = B($,  BU,,,, k ) .  In the worst 
case, assume these k batches arrive consecutively as a local 
burst at node i .  To bound the length of this burst, define 
the variable B q h ,  where B q h  = min{k I 1 5 k 5 
BU,,, ELYmax B ( g a ,  BU,,,, I) < <}, and E is an arbitrary 
small tolerance. If such a B q ,  can be found, set Bvl,,, equal 
to it, else set Bl&,,, equal to BU,,. 

E. Deviation Parameter D, 
Assume regulators SCBSA (BA,,, 0) and SCBSA (BA,, 

D,) in series. Let us first derive BU, the maximum number of 
consecutive BA,,,-sized batches that can be conforming for 
these two regulators. 

Let NBA(O) = 0 in the SCBSA flow-chart. As each of 
the BU batches is full-sized and conforming, it is easy to 
see that when the BUth batch arrives, NBA(BU) = B U .  
BA,,, TC(BU)  = BU.BA, and that NBA(BU) 5 TC(BU)+ 
D,. Since the (BU + 1)st full batch is nonconforming, 

(BU+ 1) .BA,, and NBA(BU+ 1) > TC(BU+ 1) + D,. These 
two inequalities suggest that BU = LBAn,a:~BA, 1. Thus, the 
deviation parameter D, = BU . (BA,,, - BA,). 

NBA(BU + 1) = (BU + 1) . BA,,, TC(BU + 1) = 
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